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KLIS FOOD TOUR – PRIVATE
AUTHENTIC CULINARY HALF-
DAY EXCURSION - SPLIT,
MIDDLE DALMATIA
Take a break from the city with round-trip transfer just a 15
minutes drive from Split and experience this authentic
culinary sensation on the Klis food tour!Enjoy a sit down
traditional meal with your small group and indulge your
homemade feast in the peaceful nature surroundings. Your
Olive garden journey ends with a full stomach, smile on your
face a nice knowledge about local cuisine and drive back to
Split. Optional is visit to Klis Fortress one of the most
important medieval fortresses in Croatian history. Besides the
rich history of Klis fortress, recently famous from Game of
Thrones scenery you will be thrilled with breathtaking view of
Split and Brač, Hvar and Vis islands.

Price

Klis food tour with visit to Klis Fortress

Klis food tour with visit to Klis Fortress (5-13yrs)

From Split: Klis Private
authentic culinary half-day
excursion
Obala Hrvatskog narodnog
preporoda 27
21000 Split
Croatia

T: 00385 91 262 6220
E:
info@eatinsplitfoodtours.com

Schedule

EXCURSION / TOUR /
ACTIVITY DATES
01. Ožujak - 31. Listopad

PLACE AND TIME OF
DEPARTURE
Obala Hrvatskog narodnog
preporoda 27. 10:30

PLACE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL
Obala Hrvatskog narodnog
preporoda 27. 15:30
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Information
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Name: Klis food tour – Private authentic culinary half-day excursion
Duration of the excursion / tour / activity:: 1 to 5 hours
The product best describes the term: Food and drink
Product includes: private tour, no cancellation costs, entry ticket, guided tour, palace / castle visit,
sightseeing of nature / natural beauties, beer tasting, tasting alcohol, tasting fruits / vegetables, wine
tasting, food tasting
Brief description of the excursion/tour and highlights:
Take a break from the city with round-trip transfer just a 15 minutes drive from Split and experience this
authentic culinary sensation on the Klis food tour!

Enjoy a sit down traditional meal with your small group and indulge your homemade feast in the peaceful
nature surroundings. Your Olive garden journey ends with a full stomach, smile on your face a nice
knowledge about local cuisine and drive back to Split. Optional is visit to Klis Fortress one of the most
important medieval fortresses in Croatian history. Besides the rich history of Klis fortress, recently famous
from Game of Thrones scenery you will be thrilled with breathtaking view of Split and Brač, Hvar and Vis
islands.

DESCRIPTION:
Take a break from the city with round-trip transfer just a 15 minutes drive from Split and experience this
authentic culinary sensation on the Klis food tour!

Prepare yourself for a genuine rustic feast just as our grandparents used to eat! We will descend into the
fields below Klis village- in beautiful Olive garden. Surrounded by trees and nature you will learn all about our
cuisine, its ingredients, herbs and spices while enjoying traditional delicacies such as delicious Croatian
wines, meat and seafood specialties flavored with the olive oil made from olive trees that surround you.
Enjoy a sit down traditional meal with your small group and indulge your homemade feast in the peaceful
nature surroundings. Your Olive garden journey ends with a full stomach, smile on your face a nice
knowledge about local cuisine and drive back to Split.

Optional is visit to Klis Fortress one of the most important medieval fortresses in Croatian history. Besides
the rich history of Klis fortress, recently famous from Game of Thrones scenery you will be thrilled with
breathtaking view of Split and Brač, Hvar and Vis islands.

Klis food tour with visit to Klis fortress includes tickets and licensed tour guide to fortress.

Minimum number of guests is 4 people. The maximum capacity is 15 people per tour.

WHAT TO BRING / WEAR:
You can dress comfortable clothes depending on the weather.


